
DASH & DOOR INTERIOR CUSTOM CAB TRIM
If you have tiny holes in door and across dash this is what was there 
53-55, all 4 pieces with clips ...................................1216 ................. $60.00 set

CAB TRIM CLIPS
One individual clip ..................................................81217-1 ..............$0.60 ea
Set of 20 .................................................................81217-20 ........... $9.50 set

DEFROST DEFLECTOR
Goes across dash at windshield. Ship core to us taped to a piece of wood, 
can be damaged very easily, will be un-chromeable and unusable. If 
damaged no core charge refunded. Oversized shipping
1953-55 Chrome exchange ....................................1940-5355 ......$100.00 ea
1956 Chrome exchange .........................................1940-56 .......... $110.00 ea
Core charge ..................53-55 ....... $50.00 ea ........1956 .................$75.00 ea
NEW REPRODUCTION deflectors coming soon!!! ... GET ON WAITING LIST

DEFROST DEFLECTOR SCREW SET
Polished stainless
1953-55 ..................................................................81940-5355 ....... $4.00 set
1956........................................................................81940-56 ........... $4.50 set

DASHES and DASH REPAIR PIECES see page 110

RADIO PIECES
OVERHEAD SPEAKER

Speaker ..............................................................0185 ................. $28.50 ea
Speaker grille, 1956............................................0179-56 ........... $95.00 ea
Speaker grille, 53-55 ..........................................0179-5355 ....... $95.00 ea

Fiberglass, not the real thing but a very nicely made fiberglass copy
Grille mesh screen and pattern ..........................0184-5356 ......... $8.50 ea
Speaker bolts......................................................80177 ................ $3.90 set
Speaker wing nuts ..............................................80178 ................ $2.50 set

SOME USED RADIOS AVAILABLE
As is, may or may not work, Can be rebuilt to AM/FM does not include 
knobs. Note: Knobs can be interchanged, only difference was in looks 
of clear plastic and black number plate. Original speaker was located in 
center above mirror 

6V TO 12V CONVERTER ..................................2923 ..................$69.95 ea
Will run 12 volt radio on 6 volt system, good for lights, accessories, etc

ELECTRONIC ANTENNA
Completely concealed. NO external mast means no drilling, no damage, 
no vandalism. Install as close to glass as possible, self stick. 3 1/2” X 3/4”
Long Cable, 9 ft ..................................................0177-A1 ............$49.95 ea

ADD ON SIDE ANTENNA 
Perfect high quality reproduction, includes lead wire. Popular 50’s add-on. 
Retro-red ball on top ...........................................0178  .................$39.95 ea

RADIO TRIM RING .............................................0171-PA ............$75.00 ea
Polished aluminum replacement, looks perfect, hand made.

RADIO KNOBS
Stock styles, Sy is working on, get on first-serve list

RADIO INSTALL SCREWS ..............................80170 ................. $3.90 set
RADIO MAST ASSEMBLY ONLY ....................0176 ..................$20.00 ea
ORIGINAL ANTENNA

Hole is 1 1/8” at angle on cowl. Complete exact of original reproduction 
assembly, includes instructions.
1953-55 ..............................................................0175-5355 ........$65.00 ea
1956....................................................................0175-56 ............$65.00 ea

RADIO MANUAL  ...............................................B-11169 ..............$3.50 ea
53-55 with template. No longer available, but have one we will copy for 
you. 11 pages, charge is just for paper

1956 defrost deflectors are hard to find these days, 
die to do them is way to expensive, I am thinking of 
making them in chrome plastic, what do you think?
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1-800-252-1956 
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